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a guide to selecting
your electives

CHOOSING
YOUR ELECTIVES

At UCHSK, we are pleased to be able to offer a wide range of electives for
selection in 2022. Electives are designed to engage, inspire and enrich all
students, exciting the imagination and encouraging them to reach their creative
and expressive potential, and that is underpinned by the values and mission of
the school.

Students in year 7 will rotate through 4-6 different 10 week “taster” electives
over the year. One semester of Japanese is compulsory along with a semester
of Cultural Integrity, a course studying Indigenous culture and language, which
is also compulsory and will be scheduled either in year 7 or 8. There is no
opportunity for class changes in year 7. Students in year 7 and 8 are also able to
apply to study Circus, Extension Japanese or Agriculture, all year long courses.
For students in year 8, 9 and 10, the electives are aimed at providing them with
the opportunity to explore more deeply options that support their personal
academic and career pathways. It is compulsory for students in year 8 to
complete a semester of Japanese. Students in year 9 or 10 selecting Math/
Science Extension and SOSE History Extension should be aware that they are
year long courses.
All students in years 8, 9 & 10 will be required to select 1 Elective
Preference and 2 Reserves for each semester. All classes have a limit
to the number of students that can enrol; however, every effort will
be made for students to be placed in their first or second preference
class. Please also be aware that some electives do have a small fee
to cover costs of materials for products that the students will either
consume or take home and others will have
additional excursion or camp costs.
Heads of Faculty:
The Arts & Design & Technology: Michelle
Coleman
Science & Physical Education: Ben Williams
Mathematics: Colin Montgomery
SOSE & Languages: Cameron Foster
English: Carol Ellis
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JAPANESE
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Japanese at UC High School Kaleen provides students with the opportunity to
learn and understand the language as well as the traditional and popular
modern culture. Japan is one of our major Asian trading partners and tourism in
Australia creates the need for speakers of Japanese. One unit of Japanese is
compulsory for each of Year 7s and 8s and is counted as one of their four
electives. Students beginning their Japanese language studies, and continuing
from primary school are catered for within the one class, taking into account
their respective experience in the language.
A year-long Extension Japanese course is also available for students who have
studied Japanese in Primary School, or who have a background in Japanese. In
this course, students have the opportunity to further develop the knowledge
and skills necessary to use Japanese in everyday situations, and develop their
understanding of intercultural communications and awareness. Students extend
their Japanese capabilities towards fluency in reading, writing, listening and
speaking, explore the cultural and historical aspects of Japan, including food,
ceremonies and social expectations and discuss social conventions and how
understanding these helps shape global citizens.
From year 9, Japanese becomes an elective for all students, and students from
the mainstream year 8 course, and the year-long extension course choosing
Japanese are each catered for at their appropriate level. It is expected that
students choosing Year 9 Japanese will continue for the year, and students
choosing Japanese in Year 10 will be continuing from Year 9.
Available Courses:
•Year 7
•Year 8
•Year 7/8
•Year 9/10

Japanese
Japanese
Extension Japanese - Full year
Japanese

HISTORICAL SIMULATION GAMING

ROLE PLAY GAMING &
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Role Play Gaming
Students are immersed in a fantasy world of their creation.
Using resources from the popular ‘Dungeons and Dragons’
franchise, students work in groups to create fantasy characters.
Role playing as this character, students are taken on an
adventure where they are in charge of the story, their choices
will determine their fates. When not role playing, students are
creating maps, artefacts, and journal entries detailing their
adventures from within the game.
Bringing together aspects of the English, Mathematics and
SOSE curriculum, this elective encourages team work, group
participation and creative problem solving.

Historical Simulation Gaming
Students will take a deep dive into the art of game design.
Drawing from modern boardgames and video games, students
will work together to study real world and historical situations
and analyse how board game designers have used mechanisms
and language to convey an experience that simulates the real
thing. Students will split time between playing games,
researching, writing critiques and blogs and developing game
designs of their own.
This unit incorporates English, Maths and SOSE, as well as
some hands on design and development. The elective
encourages teamwork, problem solving and analytical thinking.
Available Courses:
•
Year 8
RPG
•
Year 9/10
HSG

EXTENSION
MATHS & SCIENCE
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This elective aims to consolidate and strengthen the skills taught in
Science and Mathematics classes to further enhance problem
solving skills. The Science component will focus on improving
scientific investigation, communication, reporting and critical
analysis through a range of activities. The Mathematics component
will look at improving and developing the students ability in
Algebra and Data Analysis. Students will also be introduced to
concepts that will be covered in Science and Maths courses at
College.

Available Courses:
•
Year 9/10
Extension Maths & Science - Full Year

EXTENSION
HISTORY - SOSE
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Ever wanted to study the Cold War in-depth? Or learn more about
the origins of Darwinism? Maybe study the waves of 20th century
migration to Australia? In 2020, you have the opportunity to study
history in greater depth. Choose a topic from the Year 9 or 10
Australian Curriculum History course, and develop your own
research project. This elective is for students who are presently
achieving at C grade or above in SOSE, and want to pursue a topic
of their interest. We intend to use an inquiry-based approach, and
students will need to be self-motivated to question, find resources,
and report on their findings to their peers.
Available Courses:
•
Year 9/10
Extension History - SOSE

Rich in tradition, the Arts play a major role in the development
and expression of cultures and communities, locally, nationally
and globally. Students communicate ideas in current, traditional
and emerging forms and use arts knowledge and understanding
to make sense of their world. The Arts values, respects and
explores the significant contributions of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander Peoples to Australia’s arts heritage.
The Arts entertain, challenge, provoke responses and enrich
our knowledge of self, communities, world cultures and
histories. The Arts contribute to the development of confident
and creative individuals, nurturing and challenging active and
informed citizens.
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THE ARTS

The Arts have the capacity to engage, inspire and enrich all
students, exciting the imagination and encouraging them to
reach their creative and expressive potential. The Arts subjects
delivered at UCHSK provide opportunities for students to learn
how to create, design, represent, communicate and share their
imagined and conceptual ideas, emotions, observations and
experiences.

Students develop practical skills and critical thinking which inform their
work as artists and audience. They learn how to use knowledge,
techniques, processes and materials to explore arts practices and to
explore artworks and make their own visual art products.
Available Courses:
• Year 7
Introduction to Art
• Year 8 & 9/10
Visual Art
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VISUAL ART

Visual Art engages, inspires and enriches all students. It excites the
imagination and encourages creativity and expression. In Visual Arts,
students experience and explore the concepts of artists, photographers,
artworks, world and audience.

DIGITAL MEDIA
ARTS

Digital Art involves creating representations of the world and telling stories through
communications technologies such as concept art, digital art, game art, animation
and character design, applying a mixture of traditional art media and digital
applications. Digital Art connects audiences, purposes and ideas, exploring concepts
and viewpoints through the creative use of art media and new technologies.
Students will be researching and exploring the traditional creative arts, image editing
techniques and digital concept design, to guide the development of their artistic
ideas and interests.
Art Photography is a combination of both visual art and photography as a medium for
creative expression. An exploration of photographic imagery, capturing our
surroundings as inspiration to create new artworks or creatively edited photographic
images. Students will use photography as a source of inspiration to investigate
traditional art making techniques to express their creative ideas. Students learn to
apply art media to printed images, creatively editing photographs to create new
artworks. Students will explore their ideas and interests, through a range of art
making processes and artist studies.
Photography is an investigation of photographic principles and processes, capturing
images to create individual photographic images exploring themes and ideas such as:
photographing a sequence, story boards, portraiture, light & projection and
computer manipulation. Students will develop their creative skills, technical
applications, perceive and make judgments to apply to pictorial compositions and
create new photographs.

Available Courses:
• Year 8
Digital Art
• Year 9/10
Art Photography
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Students will explore a range of techniques including modelling and
carving, construction, assemblage and developing skills in 3D making.
An experimentation of drawing techniques and media will be included to
develop students’ skills and ability to draw three dimensionally.
Students will create artworks derived from an exploration of their own
ideas and themes. Students are encouraged to experiment and explore a
variety of art media developing their own ideas into completed artworks.
An investigation and research in Art movements and topics such as Pop
Art, Sculpture, Abstract and Surrealism, Architectural forms will be
investigated.
Students will be building on previous art and design skills, completing class
tasks, developing their art language in reference to Visual Art & Design
Concepts and researching topics of interest.
Available Course:
• Year 9/10
Sculpture & 3D Artwork
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SCULPTURE

Creating 3D Art introduces a variety of three-dimensional art media such
as clay, cardboard, polystyrene, plaster, wood, wire and recycled materials.

Drama
This performing arts course involves students making and responding to drama as
an art form, both independently and with their classmates. Students will read,
analyse and perform scripts, exploring role and character, and learning to engage
an audience. Using the skills and knowledge learnt from script analysis, students
will play with improvisation, writing scripts, and devising a performance as a group.
Students will engage in workshops based around the Elements of Drama,
improvisation, and Scripted Drama. Students will also explore theatrical traditions
and performance styles from different cultures and historical periods to strengthen
their understanding of modern theatre and how we make and respond to theatre
as Drama students.

DRAMA

Available Courses:
• Year 7
Drama
• Year 9/10
Drama
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CIRCUS
Circus is explored as an art form and a physical training pursuit. The value of persistence in
developing complex skills and prioritising the safety of the individual through skill
development is explicitly taught. Through group tasks students will learn skills that will
enable them to become healthy, creative and contributing members of a compassionate
society.

Students work on a diverse range of movement and performance skills and choose
specialty training areas as their fundamental skills increase. Areas of training include skills
such as aerials (trapeze, tissue, aerial web, doubles trapeze and lyra), acrobatics (floor
tumbling, mini-tramp, adagio, teeter board, german wheel, handstand chairs),
manipulations (juggling, diabolo, hoop and group passing), equilibristics (unicycling, stilts,
globe and rola bola).
9/10 students also explore a specific area of circus each semester as an industry, an art
form, and an effector of social change.
As part of the elective it is strongly recommended that students also enrol in the
Warehouse Circus Core Program after school: http://warehousecircus.org.au/programs/
teens-13-17-yr-olds/.
Available Courses:
• Year 7
• Year 7/8
• Year 8
• Year 9/10
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Circus (10 Weeks only)
Circus Extension (Full year)
Circus (Semester)
Social Circus (Semester), Circus Bodies (Semester)

EXTRA CURRICULAR MUSIC

MUSIC @ UCHSK

Instrumental Music Program (IMP)
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IMP offers a band program for concert band
musicians. This includes students who have
been in IMP groups in primary schools as
well as opportunities for other musicians in
years 7 and 8 to join the group playing an
instrument they may have experienced in
other settings. Classes are directed by two teachers – an IMP specialist and a
UCHSK teacher. Instruments and print music are provided by the IMP.
Requirements:
Practice at home; perform at school, events and assemblies and in the
community, as well as participation in IMP events such as combined
rehearsals with other high schools, Bandstravaganza and band festival.
Attend classes consistently and catch up any work that the student may
miss by being involved in IMP. Ideally, parents will support their child to
practice at home and consider purchasing an instrument to support
commitment. It would benefit students if parents considered additional
lessons for their child.
Fees: $150 / year

UCAN Rock
UCAN Rock runs as a tutorial model one day
a week. Students are provided individual and
group workshops in voice, drumming, guitar,
keyboard and a range of skills relevant to
contemporary music. All students join a band
and develop their musicianship individually
and as a group.
Requirements:
Practice at home; perform at school, events and assemblies and in the
community; attend classes consistently and catch up any work that the student
may miss by being involved in the UCAN Rock Program. Ideally, parents will
support their child to practice at home and consider purchasing an instrument
to support commitment. It would benefit students if parents considered
additional individual or group lessons for their child. Students are expected to
collaborate and work respectfully with the Musicians in Residence, Aron Lyon
and Chris Van Der Wielen.
Fees: $250 / term (TBC)

Program Application — return to school front office by Friday 3rd of
December.
Electronic copies of this application form can be downloaded from the school
website.

STUDENT NAME: ____________________________________________
YEAR GROUP: ____________________
Tick program you would like to participate in during 2022:

Instrumental Music Program — $150 per school year

UCAN Rock—$250 per term (TBC)

Parent Signature _______________________ Date: _______________
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MUSIC @ UCHSK

EXTRA CURRICULAR MUSIC

Design & Technology provides opportunities
for students to use design and systems
thinking to generate ethical and innovative
designed solutions for sustainable futures in
several technologies contexts. Students will
select and manipulate a range of materials,
systems, components, tools, equipment and
machinery, creatively, competently and safely.

DESIGN &
TECHNOLOGY

Design & Technology enables students to
combine creative thinking and practical
problem solving skills.
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In Design & Technology students will focus on
the Human Centred design process to
investigate, design, make and reflect on
projects from a given design brief. At each level
of study students will work independently and
collaboratively to build on concepts, skills and
processes developed in previous courses to
produce designed solutions of increasing
complexity.

Available Courses:
• Year 7 & 8
• Year 7 & 8
• Year 7 & 8
• Year 7
• Year 7
• Year 8
• Year 8
• Year 9/10
• Year 9/10
• Year 9/10
• Year 9/10
• Year 9/10
• Year 9/10
• Year 10

Textiles
Jewellery
Wood Technology
iSteam
Junior Chefs
Young Chefs: Intro to International Cuisine
Programming & Robotics
Jewellery
iSteam
Master Chefs (Food Technology)
Textiles Design
Programming & Robotics
Construction
VET Hospitality—year-long *(there is
a course cost of $90 for the year)

Students will be introduced to a variety of tools, equipment and
techniques within the technology workshop and will use these to create
their projects.
Using the Human Centred Design Process, and the Art and Design
Elements students will design and make set and negotiated tasks to match
their current practical skills.

Available Course:
• Year 7 & 8
Jewellery
• Year 9/10
Jewellery
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JEWELLERY

The Jewellery unit provides the opportunity for students to explore the
links between Art and Technology and to explore traditional ways of
making. They will experiment with a range of materials including metal,
wood, clay and plastics to design, produce and present pieces of quality
jewellery and small objects.

TEXTILES

Year 7 & 8 Textiles
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The 7 & 8 Textiles courses provide students
with opportunities to develop knowledge and
skills in the design and creation of textiles
projects. Importance is placed on the
development of basic practical skills which
can be used at home. It also focuses on the design
process, allowing students to take on 'design
problems’, using creative thinking and design
process skills to produce designed solutions and
make informed choices.

Year 9/10 Textiles Design
Through a study of Textiles and Design, students
explore a range of decorative textile techniques
including dyeing, printing, silk painting, machine and
hand embroidery. Cultural aspects of design imagery
will also be considered. This knowledge will then be
employed in a design project to showcase their
understanding of, and ability to use these skills and
techniques. The focus is on the use of textiles as a
media to produce objects, products and artworks.

FOOD TECHNOLOGY
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Year 7 Junior Chefs
This course aims to introduce students to the fundamentals of basic cooking
techniques and concepts. Students will use a variety of equipment, food
processes and food preparation skills in a range of contexts to produce recipes
and food items safely and hygienically. The focus will be centred on healthy food
and lifestyle choices to enhance student awareness in regard to personal food
choices and physical activity. Students will learn to create and prepare a variety
of healthy dishes to cater for a range of nutritional needs and dietary
requirements.

Year 8 Young Chefs
The aim of this course is to provide each and every student the opportunity to
develop a knowledge and understanding of a broad range of practical skills,
techniques and recipes. Students learn about basic nutrition and the importance
of a balanced diet. They explore healthy eating options while designing and
planning meals that meet nutritional needs of different groups in society, guided
by the Australian Dietary Guidelines. This unit is a pathway to the food science
and nutrition unit studied in Year 9/10. This course will equip learners with
essential skills and knowledge should they choose to study Hospitality VET in
Year 10.

Students actively engage in learning about food in a
variety of settings, enabling them to evaluate the
relationships between food, technology, food science,
nutritional status and the quality of life. The course
provides students an opportunity to develop
proficiency in food preparation and service through
design, project management and evaluations.
Students are offered a range of units across four
semesters, allowing them to diversify their interests.
These units consist of: Introduction to Hospitality,
Entertainment and Catering, Food Science and
International Cookery.

Year 10 VET Hospitality / Year 9 Hospitality: year long
This is a competency based vocational skills course designed for students who
are hoping to find employment within the Hospitality Industry. Students will be
exposed to and develop skills required to work in the hospitality industry. This
preparatory qualification provides students with knowledge and skills for initial
work, community involvement and further learning. Skills include; teamwork,
communication skills, planning, organisational skills and time management. This
qualification reflects the role of individuals who participate in a range of routine
and predictable hospitality work activities. It provides a pathway to work in
various hospitality settings, such as restaurants, hotels, motels, catering
operations, clubs, pubs, cafes and coffee shops. Students work towards
competencies that are nationally recognised to go towards a Certificate 1 in
Hospitality. Students gain industry experience by taking part in Coffee Club once
a week and by undertaking a week placement of Structured Work Learning
(SWL) in identified hospitality establishments. Students prepare and serve lunch
to staff and cater for various school events in school and out of hours.
Due to ACT Board of Secondary School Studies regulations, Year 9 students
completing this course cannot be certified with a Certificate 1. Any Year 9
students electing this course will receive a grade based on Australian Curriculum
outcomes. These students may wish to repeat the course in Year 10 to earn the
Certificate 1.
* there is a course cost of $90 (TBC) for the year.
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FOOD TECHNOLOGY

Year 9/10 Master Chefs (Food Technology)

Programming & Robotics
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Year 7 & 8
The aim of the course is to offer students the opportunity to develop a basic
understanding of programming concepts. Students will develop analytical and
problem solving skills through hands on learning experiences.

Year 9/10 Programming & Robotics
The subject aims to further develop students’ understanding and skills in
computational thinking and problem solving, while introducing them to the
object-oriented programming and robotics. One term will focus on programming,
while the other will be guided more towards robotics and microcontrollers. In
programming, students will follow a methodology to create digital solutions that
meet real world needs or opportunities. During the Robotics unit, students will
be introduced to the Arduino microcontroller and how to wire circuits, program
and control a range of electronic components. Students will solve challenges
using robotics, such as creating an animatronic for a mini golf course.
Available Course:
• Year 8
Programming & Robotics
• Year 9/10
Programming & Robotics

Year 7 iSTEAM
Study in iSTEAM (integrating Science, Digital Technologies, Engineering,
Aesthetics & Mathematics) equips students with the knowledge and the
underlying skills of problem solving and analytical thinking, packaged in an
inquiry-based design environment. Students are tutored and mentored to
develop and utilise their cross-disciplinary understandings, including
mathematical thinking and scientific literacy to realise their designed solutions.
The program utilises hands on collaborative inquiry-based learning techniques
designed to challenge, extend and engage students.

Class members will be participating in numerous challenges during the course
including the Egg Drop Challenge, Paddle Pop Stick Bridge Building, Spaghetti
Tower building and the Paper Plane Distance challenge. Students will also be
exploring an introduction to coding, electronics, CAD design and 3D printing.

iSTEAM

Year 9/10 iSTEAM
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.

Study in iSTEAM in 9/10 year will provide the opportunity for students to utilise
their problem solving, analytical and critical thinking skills to make innovative
designed solutions. The program utilises collaborative hands on problem based
learning techniques designed to challenge, extend and engage students.
Students research, design and engineer in an empathetic human-centred design
environment.
Class members have the option to participate in a variety of competitions and
iSTEAM based areas of study during the course including; sustainable vehicle
design, aeronautics, bridge building, electronics, 3D CAD design and other
student directed projects.

Students will revisit, strengthen and extend these acquired skills as
they progress through the semester. These skills will be directly
transferable and provide a pathway to study 9/10 Wood and Metal
Design.

Year 9/10 Construction
Year 9 & 10 students will build on their existing Design and
Technology practical skill sets and will engage with their school
community to explore an opportunity for design. They will further
develop their problem solving skills using the human-centred Design
process to create their design solution within a sustainable context.
The practical nature of the Design and Technology learning area aims
to engage students in critical and creative thinking, including
understanding interrelationships in systems when solving complex
problems. Students will use a systematic approach to
experimentation, problem-solving, prototyping and evaluation to
realise ideas.
Students will be required to use design thinking to design and create
a designed solution using sustainable/recycled resources during the
semester.
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TECHNOLOGY

The Wood Design & Technology courses have a focus on the
acquisition of practical skills. Students are introduced to the design
cycle and experience the use of a variety of tools, machinery,
production and joinery techniques. Students will spend time in the
wood workshop developing practical skills and knowledge about the
safe use of a range of hand tools and machinery. Students will be
engaged in producing a range of woodwork projects that will
incorporate different wood types, properties and forms.

WOOD

Year 7 & 8 Wood Design & Technology

MURNONG FARM

Murnong Farm has been developed along permaculture principles to
encourage students to be involved in a sustainable way of life. The animals and
plants live in a unique system where they benefit each other, thus minimising
the need for machinery and chemicals.
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The farm is located on approximately three acres divided into zones. The
busiest zone is the poultry area closest to the school; the others are the
vegetable gardens and orchard, and the grazing animal area. There are five
poultry sheds in the main area and additional sheds in the other areas. These
sheds house Geese; Pekin, Appleyard; Isa Brown, Australorp and Silkie hens.
These animals are bred on a yearly basis and shown at the Canberra and
Queanbeyan Poultry Show. The farm has extensive garden beds for vegetable
growing and an espalier trellised orchard with ten fruit trees specially selected
to produce ripe fruit during the school term.

Available Courses:
• Year

7/8
• Year 9/10
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Agriculture
Agriculture

AGRICULTURE

Farm activities are integrated across all learning areas. Students plan, develop and
cultivate vegetable gardens as part of their assessment in Agriculture classes.
Grazing animals are also kept on the farm and these include a small herd of Boer
goats and alpacas. The goats give birth in the spring which creates great interest
with students in the school. They are shown at the Goulburn show. Chickens and
ducks are hatched from incubated eggs and students monitor the growth and
development of the chicks as a major educational project. There is a shade house
for plant propagation and these plants have been used in gardens around the
school. Students also participate in Cows Create Careers in Semester 2, a project
where students learn about the dairy industry while helping to care for dairy
calves.

Semester 1 – Unit 1:
The role of the coach, planning and reviewing coaching
sessions, managing risk, the importance of inclusivity,
effective communication
Semester 2 – Unit 2:
Anatomy and physiology, types of training, energy
systems, sports injuries, sports injury management
Semester 3 – Unit 3:
Sport psychology, drugs in sport, sports nutrition
Semester 4 – Unit 4:
Olympic Games, Winter Olympic Games, Commonwealth
Games, Paralympic Games
Participation in each unit requires no prerequisite knowledge.
Students may choose to study all four units or select the unit/s
that is/are of interest to them.
Available Course:
•
Year 9/10
Sports Coaching
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SPORTS COACHING

The current Sports Coaching course is a two-year cyclic
program that consists of four, semester-long units.

Students may get the opportunity to participate
in a range of experiences including orienteering,
caving, surfing, stand up paddle boarding (SUP),
snorkelling, canoeing/kayaking, archery, golf,
bushwalking, mountain biking, rock climbing,
abseiling, first aid and a variety of team building
activities. These pursuits help to build resilience,
leadership and create lifelong skills, and
memories for participants.

Available Course:
• Year
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9/10 Outdoor Recreation

OUTDOOR
RECREATION

Outdoor Recreation is a rewarding subject
where students get the opportunity to
experience outdoor activities. Each student is
expected to participate in all activities to the
best of their ability. Although most of the
course is practical based, students also learn
theoretical and environmental aspects of each
pursuit. The course will involve excursions and
multi day camps which will incur a cost.

ELECTIVE CHOICES: LINES/SUBJECTS

Year 7 Extension Choices

Year 9/10 Elective Choices

Subjects

Lines/Subjects

•

Circus

•

Agriculture

•

Japanese

•

Extension Japanese

•

Extension SOSE—History

•

VET Hospitality – Full Year Course, Year
10 only & Hospitality—Year 9 only

•

Master Chefs

•

Sculpture

•

Textiles Design

•

Construction

•

Circus

•

Drama

•

iSteam

•

Outdoor Recreation

Year 8 Elective Choices
Line 3 *
•

Young Chefs

•

Drama

•

Jewellery

•

Visual Art

•

Programming/Robotics

•

Circus

* Students not enrolled in Extension
Japanese will study Japanese on this line
either in Semester 1 or 2.
Line 4

Line 5

Line 7
•

Historical Simulation Gaming

•

Extension Maths & Science

•

Visual Art

•

Art Photography

•

Jewellery

•

Circus (Extension)

•

Programming & Robotics

•

Agriculture

•

Outdoor Recreation

•

Japanese (Extension)

•

Sports Coaching

•

Role Play & Gaming

•

Master Chefs

•

Digital Art

•

Agriculture

•

Textiles

•

Wood Technology
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